
Sailing World Cup Final 2015 - Supplied 470s:  

470 M        

1 Rayco Tabares Alvarez Alfredo Gonzalez ESPRT13 

2 Anton Dahlberg  Fredrik Bergstrom SWEAD5 

3 Stuart McNay Dave Hughes USASM24 

4 Alex Conway Patrick Conway AUSAC30 

5 Jordi Xammar Joan Herp ESPJX1 

6 Asenthi Jim Roger Husdon RSAAJ1 

7 Johan Molund Fredrik Bergström SWEAD5 

8 Deniz Cinar Ates Cinar  TURDC1 

 

470 W       

1 Agnieszka Skrzypulec Irmina Mrózek Gliszczynska POLAS9 

2 Amy Seabright  Anna Carpenter GBRAS83 

3 Hannah Mills Saskia Clark GBRHM15 

4 Ai Kondo Yoshida  Miho Yoshioka JPNAK3 

5 Angela Pumariega Patricia Cantero Reina ESPAP32 

6 Nadine Böhm  Ann-Christin Goliaß GERBN5  

7 Annika Bochmann Patricia Cantero Reina GERAB21 

 
Addendum D – Equipment  
D1. Failure of supplied equipment will not be grounds for redress. This changes rule 62.1(a).  
D2. A penalty may be given or the use of the supplied equipment may be withdrawn if, in the opinion of the 
organizing authority, a competitor treats or handles the equipment without care or in a manner which causes or is 
likely to cause damage to the equipment.  
D3. Supplied equipment will be available from midday on 24 October 2015.  
D4. Damage Deposit:  
A damage deposit of USD 400 for one person boats and USD 800 for two person boars (cash or credit card 
authorization) will be required for registration at the venue. In case of damage to any equipment, the competitor 
may be required to pay an additional amount in order to maintain the damage deposit balance to its original 
amount.  
D5. The organizing authority shall not supply compasses or other tactical devices, wind indicators, personal flotation 
devices (PFD‟s), trapeze harnesses, hiking pants, wet or dry suits or any other personal gear.  
D6. Competitors may bring and use the following items: shockcords, compass, wind indicators, including yarn or 
thread (may be tied or taped anywhere on the equipment, provided their fitting does not mark, pierce or damage 
the hull, deck, sails or spars).  
D7. Adhesive tape may be used anywhere above the waterline, but the tape needs to be removable after the event 

without leaving any permanent damage. There shall be no writing with permanent markers directly on the supplied 

equipment. No wax shall be applied. Hulls, centreboards and rudders may be cleaned, but only with water and 

ordinary soap. 

D11. For Finn and 470 only:  
D11.1 Teams will have the option of bringing their own equipment:  
D11.2 There are charter boats that will be supplied as follows: 

i There are 16 boats available that will be allocated on a first come first served basis.  
ii Competitors shall bring their own sails, including the jib wire.  
iv Competitors will be supplied with a fully fitted 470, including ropes, systems, centreboard, rudder, tiller and tiller 
extension.  
v Boats will be supplied with a fully rigged Superspars mast including trapezes system, boom and spinnaker pole. 


